
2024 Hyundai Tucson Elite NX4.V2

Price On Arrival

Category: New
Kilometres: 20 kms
Colour: White Cream
Transmission: Sports Automatic
Body: Suv
Drive Type: 4X4 On Demand
Fuel Type: Diesel
Engine: 2.0 Litres
Reg Plate: Unregistered
Cylinders: 4 cylinders
Stock #: Y12438
VIN: KMHJC81CSRU340560 

Dealer: DC Motors
Address: 85 Derby Street, Rockhampton QLD 4700
Phone: 07 4999 1200

Dealer Comments

Imagine tomorrows car today. The strikingly bold, all new 5-seat Tucson SUV is for those who embrace futuristic



luxury, tomorrows technology and pushing beyond the ordinary. It signals the start of a new day, and a new
attitude that is open to reinventing just about anything. Outside, it is fashioned to both stand out and be an
extension of your lifestyle. Inside, its beautifully minimalistic dual cockpit serves as a premium level experience that
will set the standard today for the vehicles we will want in the future. The distinctive physical form of the all new
Tucson is a stunning expression of the Hyundai design philosophy. Crisp geometric angles, creases and edges
provide a striking contrast with its sleek silhouette and powerful wedge lines. This stands out as the next
generation of SUV, created specifically for future forward drivers who fully embrace the merging of lifestyle and
technology. The Tucson features a future forward interior aesthetic that combines uncluttered frontal openness
with high tech luxury surfaces. Its dual cockpit layout is sleek and seamless, wide and spacious. And due to the
supervision cluster and multimedia screen being both unobscured and digital, all interfaces are located comfortably
and sensibly at eye level for an intelligently futuristic travelling experience. One look and its immediately clear that
innovation characterises every aspect of the all new Tucson. It simply brims with applied examples of genius,
originality and inspiration. You will find the latest versions of the tech essentials you would not live without, as well
as clever, freshly realised ideas making their automotive debuts. Which of those new innovations will become the
game changing tech essentials you did not know you needed until now?

* If the price does not contain the notation that it is "Drive Away No More to Pay", the price may not include additional costs, such as stamp duty and other government
charges. Please confirm price and features with the seller of the vehicle.
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